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ABSTRACT

Proteolysis targeting chimeras (PROTACs), which
harness the ubiquitin-proteasome system to selec-
tively induce targeted protein degradation, repre-
sent an emerging therapeutic technology with the
potential to modulate traditional undruggable tar-
gets. Over the past few years, this technology has
moved from academia to industry and more than
10 PROTACs have been advanced into clinical tri-
als. However, designing potent PROTACs with desir-
able drug-like properties still remains a great chal-
lenge. Here, we report an updated online database,
PROTAC-DB 2.0, which is a repository of structural
and experimental data about PROTACs. In this 2nd
release, we expanded the number of PROTACs to
3270, which corresponds to a 96% expansion over
the first version. Meanwhile, the numbers of war-
heads (small molecules targeting the proteins of
interest), linkers, and E3 ligands (small molecules
recruiting E3 ligases) have increased to over 360,
1500 and 80, respectively. In addition, given the im-
portance and the limited number of the crystal target-
PROTAC-E3 ternary complex structures, we provide
the predicted ternary complex structures for PRO-
TACs with good degradation capability using our
PROTAC-Model method. To further facilitate the anal-
ysis of PROTAC data, a new filtering strategy based
on the E3 ligases is also added. PROTAC-DB 2.0 is
available online at http://cadd.zju.edu.cn/protacdb/.

INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, selective targeted protein degradation
with the proteolysis targeting chimera (PROTAC) strategy
represents an emerging therapeutic approach and has drawn

substantial interest in the pharmaceutical field (1–4). PRO-
TACs are heterobifunctional small molecules, typically con-
sisting of two small molecules conjugated by a linker: one
small molecule targets the protein of interest (warhead) and
the other is capable of recruiting an E3 ligase (E3 ligand).
Unlike traditional small-inhibitor-mediated pharmacology,
PROTACs induce the ubiquitylation and the subsequent
proteasomal degradation process of target proteins with
the catalytic-type mechanism, which only requires transient
binding to the proteins of interest (5,6). Furthermore, PRO-
TACs have the potential to extend druggable space to tar-
gets with shallow and broad active sites, which are previ-
ously considered intractable or undruggable (4,6).

Since the first peptide-based PROTAC was reported by
Sakamoto et al. (1), the PROTAC technology has been suc-
cessfully applied to the degradation of >200 target proteins
(7). Besides, a number of PROTACs show highly potent and
specific protein degradation capability in cellular assays and
even in vivo (5,8–15). For example, in 2019, Bai et al. de-
veloped SD-36, an efficacious and selective small molecule
PROTAC targeting signal transducer and activator of tran-
scription 3 (STAT3), which has historically been consid-
ered as an undruggable target (9). SD-36 can induce com-
plete and durable tumor regression in multiple xenograft
mouse models. In 2021, the first PROTAC capable of selec-
tively degrading cyclin-dependent kinase 12 (CDK12), BSJ-
4-116, was reported by Jiang et al., which showed potent
antiproliferative effects and could overcome CDK12C1039F

mutation resistant to covalent CDK12 inhibitors (15).
Moreover, two PROTACs named ARV-110 and ARV-471,
for the treatment of metastatic castration-resistant cancer
(NCT03888612) and metastatic ER+/HER2− breast can-
cer (NCT04072952), respectively, have entered phase II tri-
als. In addition, numerous companies have also disclosed
projects in preclinical and early clinical development (4).

Despite significant progress achieved, attaining po-
tent PROTACs with suitable absorption, distribution,
metabolism and excretion (ADME) properties adequate for
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oral dosing still remains a challenge. The high molecular
weight of PROTACs brings an elevated level of technical
complexity for medicinal chemists to optimize drug-like
properties (16,17). In addition, the linker design is associ-
ated with the activity, selectivity, and drug-like properties of
PROTACs (18). To boost the rational design of PROTACs,
we previously developed an online database, PROTAC-DB,
which has provided users an easy-to-use resource to query
the comprehensive structural information and experimen-
tal data about PROTACs since 2020 (7). The diverse in-
formation contains the chemical structures, physicochemi-
cal properties, and biological activities of PROTACs. More-
over, for better analysis, PROTACs are further split into
three domains, including warheads, linkers and E3 ligands.
The PROTACs with the consistent warheads, linkers or E3
ligands are summarized in the corresponding detailed infor-
mation pages. Over the past 2 years, PROTAC-DB has been
viewed >63 000 times from >60 countries around the world
and has been highly cited by researchers.

Here, we provide an updated database, PROTAC-DB 2.0,
whose quantity of existing data has increased enormously.
For instance, the number of PROTACs has expanded signif-
icantly from 1662 to 3270. In addition, considering the im-
portance of structural data of target-PROTAC-E3 ternary
complexes for PROTAC design and the very limited number
of their crystal structures, we also integrated the predicted
ternary complex models for PROTACs with good degrada-
tion capacity using the PROTAC-Model method developed
in our group into the database (19). Currently, the number
of the predicted ternary complex models is >660. Moreover,
for user convenience, a new filtering option based on the E3
ligases was developed to enable the fast and effective analy-
sis of structural information of PROTACs in the database.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data collection and processing

Consistent with PROTAC-DB 1.0, literature was curated
from PubMed via the keywords of ‘degrader* OR protac
OR proteolysis targeting chimera’. Then, information re-
garding the chemical structures as well as the biological ac-
tivities of PROTACs was manually extracted from the pub-
lished papers. The biological activities include degradation
capacities, cellular activities, and binding affinities. Addi-
tionally, we collected the parallel artificial membrane per-
meability (PAMPA) and Caco-2 permeability data for PRO-
TACs.

For the PROTACs with DC50 data, we also collected the
corresponding PDB files of the target proteins and E3 lig-
ases from the PDB database. The crystal structures of some
target proteins that were not suitable for ternary complex
modeling were excluded from the subsequent preprocess-
ing step, such as the androgen receptor which lacks the
antagonist-bound crystal structure of the ligand-binding
domain (20). In addition, for the PROTACs without a spe-
cific E3 ligase or capable of recruiting multiple E3 ligases,
we did not conduct structural modeling either, such as in-
hibitors of apoptosis (IAP) E3 ligases, a family of pro-
teins involved in programmed cell death (21). All structures
were preprocessed by the same protocol used by PROTAC-
Model (19). First, we corrected the nonstandard residues in

the structures. Then, we processed all structures by the Pro-
tein Preparation Wizard (22) module of Schroödinger 2020,
including assigning bond orders, removing waters, adding
hydrogens, filling in missing side chains, and minimizing the
structures with the OPLS 2005 force field. For the crystal
structures without small-molecule structures correspond-
ing to the warheads or E3 ligands, Glide (SP) was used for
the docking calculation with the default settings (23). War-
heads and E3 ligands were processed by the LigPrep pro-
gram of Schrödinger (LigPrep, Schrödinger Release 2020-
1). The maximum number of stereoisomers per ligand were
set to 4. The location of the cocrystallized ligand in the cor-
responding structure was set as the docking site.

Modeling of PROTAC-mediated ternary complexes

Both of FRODOCK-based protocol and RosettaDock-
based refinement in the PROTAC-Model were utilized
to predict the structures of PROTAC-mediated ternary
complexes with the default settings (19,24,25). In the
FRODOCK-based protocol, the larger protein was set as
the receptor protein and the other as the ligand protein. The
docking site was centered on the anchor atom for the linker
in the ligand of the receptor protein. Then, the generated
conformations were screened by four filtering steps, includ-
ing interface residues filtering, modeling of full PROTAC
conformations, evaluation of PROTAC conformations, and
assessment of PROTAC binding modes. Afterward, the re-
maining models were reranked and clustered by VoroMQA
(26) and FCC clustering method (27), respectively. Subse-
quently, RosettaDock was used for the refinement of the
best model in each cluster. Similar filtering, reranking, and
clustering steps were then executed for the resulting models.

RESULTS

Data overview

Over the past 2 years, the PROTAC field has experienced
rapid development. The statistical data of PROTAC-DB
is summarized in Table 1. Currently, 3270 PROTACs are
archived in the PROTAC-DB 2.0, representing an increase
of >96% (1608 PROTACs) since the version 1.0. Mean-
while, the number of warheads has grown from 202 to 365,
the number of E3 ligands from 65 to 82, and the number of
linkers from 806 to 1501. In addition to the significant ex-
pansion of chemical structures, PROTAC-DB 2.0 has also
added lots of biological activity data, including DC50 data
(from 379 to 705), cellular activity data (from 437 to 1095),
Western blotting data (from 1144 to 2073), binding affin-
ity data between PROTACs and target proteins (from 411
to 818), PROTACs and E3 ligases (from 130 to 198), for
the formation of ternary complexes (from 26 to 54). Re-
garding protein data, PROTAC-DB 2.0 contains 280 tar-
get proteins and 13 E3 ligases. Additionally, the number of
the crystal structures of target-PROTAC-E3 ternary com-
plexes has increased from 11 to 18. However, this struc-
tural data is still very limited, which would significantly
hinder the insight into the structure-activity relationship of
PROTACs. Therefore, in PROTAC-DB 2.0, we integrated
664 ternary complex structures predicted by our PROTAC-
Model method to help users further rationalize PROTAC
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Table 1. Data statistics of PROTAC-DB 1.0 and 2.0

Data category Version 1.0 Version 2.0

Number of PROTACs 1662 3270
Number of warheads 202 365
Number of E3 ligands 65 82
Number of linkers 806 1501
Number of PROTACs with DC50 data 379 705
Number of PROTACs with cellular
activity data

437 1095

Number of PROTACs with Western
blotting data

1144 2073

Number of PROTACs with binding
affinity data between PROTACs and
target proteins

411 818

Number of PROTACs with binding
affinity data between PROTACs and
E3 ligases

130 198

Number of PROTACs with binding
affinity data for the formation of
ternary complexes

26 54

Number of target proteins 147 280
Number of E3 ligases 11 13
Number of crystal structures 11 18
Number of predicted structures / 664
Number of PROTACs with cell
permeability data

/ 41

design. Moreover, considering the importance of the cell
permeability of PROTACs for further clinic usage, we col-
lected their PAMPA and Caco-2 permeability data for a to-
tal of 41 PROTACs. This data is displayed in the activity
data tab in the detailed information pages of PROTACs.

Target–PROTAC–E3 ternary complex structure display

In order to facilitate users to browse the structures of
PROTAC-mediated ternary complexes, we added a ternary
complex structure tab to the detailed information pages
of PROTACs (Figure 1). 3Dmol.js (28), a WebGL-based
molecular viewer, was integrated into the database for
molecular visualization. The brief instructions of 3Dmol.js
are shown as follows: (i) Rotation: press and hold the left
mouse button, (ii) Zoom: use the scroll button and (iii)
Translation: press and hold the scroll button. After search-
ing, as shown in Figure 2A, the PROTACs containing the
crystal and predicted structures are marked with ‘Crystal’
and ‘Pred’, respectively. Clicking on the compound ID can
jump to the detailed information pages and then access the
ternary complex structure tab.

For the crystal ternary complex structures (Figure 1A),
structures can be interactively displayed in the first row with
3Dmol.js. In the second row, users can choose the structural
data for a specific target to display when the structures be-
tween this PROTAC and multiple target proteins are solved.
The PDB code, the link to the PDB database, and the down-
loaded file are summarized in the table.

For the predicted ternary complex structures, as shown
in Figure 1B, PROTAC-DB 2.0 provides interactive molec-
ular visualization for the top 10 clusters predicted by the
FRODOCK-based protocol and RosettaDock-based re-
finement, respectively, which contain up to three representa-
tive conformations each. Similarly, the structures and target
options are shown in the first and second rows, respectively.

The upper table contains the display status, the model name,
the predicted protocol, the value of the interface energy be-
tween the target proteins and E3 ligases, and the down-
loaded files. For the model name, the first and second num-
bers represent the best rank from the same cluster and the
rank of the model according to the interface energy, respec-
tively. For instance, cluster 1 4.pdb belongs to the cluster 1
and is ranked fourth based on the interface energy. In addi-
tion, clicking on the selected row in the table can show the
corresponding model on the molecular viewer. The statis-
tics of the predicted structures are summarized in the lower
table, including the file name, the number of models, the file
size, and the downloaded file. In the file name, the ‘Cluster’
and ‘All’ suffixes represent the generated models after and
before clustering, respectively. Since only the top 10 clusters
are shown online, the compressed tar files for all predicted
models are also available for downloading if users are inter-
ested in other generated conformations. Each cluster also
only incorporates no more than three conformations.

New filtering functionality based on E3 ligases

The query or browsing results for a specific target protein
are shown in Figure 2A, including chemical structures, com-
pound IDs, target proteins, and biological activities. Click-
ing on the filtering button can open the filtering tool. In
addition to the initial filtering options based on the phys-
iochemical properties (e.g. ring count, molecular weight,
and heavy atom count), we provide a new filtering mode
based on the E3 ligases. As displayed in Figure 2A, for
Bromodomain-containing protein 4 (BRD4), researchers
develop a number of PROTACs using multiple E3 ligases.
Users can choose a class of PROTACs with a specific E3 lig-
ase to display. Moreover, when users retrieve the database
using chemical structures, except for the E3 ligases and
physiochemical properties, they can further refine the search
according to the target proteins.

For the PROTAC tab in the detailed information pages
of warheads (Figure 2B), the first row summarizes the war-
head structures integrated into PROTACs after modifica-
tion. The filtering options based on the target proteins and
E3 ligases are integrated into the second and third rows, re-
spectively, to facilitate the analysis of the PROTAC data.

CONCLUSION

By virtue of the unique mechanisms and potential advan-
tages over traditional inhibitors, PROTAC technology has
attracted extensive attention from the pharmaceutical field.
With the continuous efforts of medicinal chemists, this tech-
nology has made substantial progress, and the number of
PROTACs has increased greatly in recent years. Neverthe-
less, this technology is still maturing. PROTAC-DB is con-
tinually supported to provide comprehensive and reliable
information about PROTACs with the aim of helping PRO-
TAC design. In PROTAC-DB 2.0, there are 1608 PRO-
TACs newly added compared with the version 1.0. In ad-
dition, to compensate for the limited number of crystal
target-PROTAC-E3 ternary complex structures, we added
664 predicted ternary complex structures generated by our
PROTAC-Model method. The usability of the web inter-
face is also further improved with the filtering option based
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Figure 1. Ternary complex structure tabs for the (A) crystal and (B) predicted structures in the detailed information pages of PROTACs.
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Figure 2. The query or browsing results for (A) BRD4 and (B) the PROTAC tab in the detailed information pages of warheads.
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on the E3 ligases. With these advancements, we expect that
PROTAC-DB 2.0 will provide a better support for the ra-
tional design of PROTACs.
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